IVORY COAST. Open-source large-scale topographic mapping. Executive summary as of 04/03.

Published maps [paper and digital raster formats]. 1:50,000 scale series


Digital databases [GIS vector data]²

Vector topographic databases
VMAP-2 compliant, produced from IGN/CCT

DEM database
DTED-2 resolution, produced from IGN/CCT
1:50,000 scale topo maps. Per sheet, $1000.

Custom-created maps and geospatial data from satellite imagery and other sources. 1:50,000 scale maps (15x15 minute sheet format, ca. 770 square km per sheet)¹,²

Vector product (VMAP-2-compliant; requires full range of imagery and other source inputs): $18,000 per sheet

DEM product (DTED-2 compliant; requires stereo imagery and limited cartographic source inputs): $4,000 per sheet

Photomap/Orthomap product (photomap requires respective imagery only; orthomap requires imagery plus DEM; product deliverability subject to available imagery)

- 0.6m imagery (QuickBird or Russian DD-5)
  - photomap: $25 per square km or orthomap: $30 per square km
- 1m imagery (IKONOS or Russian DD-5)
  - photomap: $25 per square km or orthomap: $30 per square km
- 2m imagery (SPOT5, ImageSat, Russian KVR-3000/KVR-1000)
  - photomap: $5 to $20 per square km or orthomap: $10 to $25 per square km
- 5m imagery (IRS, SPOT5, Russian KFA-1000)
  - photomap: $2 to $5 per square km or orthomap: $7 to $12 per square km

Raster map product. Can be produced on basis of vector-map product for additional fee, depending on user requirements.

Paper map product. Can be produced on basis of vector-map product for additional fee, depending on user requirements.

¹ Minimum order size is one 15x15 minute sheet
² Delivery times vary depending on customer technical requirements
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